WHEEL
Wisdom to Harness Energy Efficiency Landscape
FOREWORD

I am elated for being a part of the Kick-off meeting. As the saying goes “A Good beginning is Half Done”, the positive vibe on which the ERP Project has been rolled out, has instilled the confidence in me, that the timelines laid out for rolling the WHEEL would be met. Now as the preparatory phase is over, I urge the entire Core team members to live up to the cause in meeting the targets and assure you of fullest support from Management side.

MESSAGE

I am happy to share with you all that the ERP implementation project WHEEL has been rolled out in the Kick-off meeting. The training has been imparted by M/s SAP to the Core team members on various modules. Keeping in view the short gestation period of the Project, two Committees viz., APEX Committee and STEERING Committee have been constituted for monitoring the progress of implementation activities at the Top Management level. The First meeting of the Steering Committee was held on 25.02.2016. The Project progress was reviewed. Necessary guidance was given to the team members to circumvent the bottle-necks identified.

I congratulate all the Core team members for their assiduous efforts and am confident that no timeline would be difficult to meet, if the efforts are made with same zeal & vigour.
Dear Colleagues,

At the outset, it gives me immense pleasure to intimate one and all that the Project WHEEL started to roll out in a phased manner with the Kick-off meeting on 21.01.2016 at TSGENCO’s SHAKTI Building by esteemed Chairman & Managing Director/ TSTRANSOCO.

The Joint Managing Director/ Fin, Commn & Vigilance/TSTRANSOCO, Director / Transmission / TSTRANSOCO, Director/HR & Grid Operation/TSTRANSOCO, Director/Projects/ TSGENCO, Director/HR/TSTRANSOCO graced the occasion. The Management clearly explained the enormous upcoming Capacity additions in TSGENCO and TSTRANSOCO as per the directives of the Govt of Telangana and the need to work hard towards the set goals. Management also stated the objectives of the “WHEEL” project and directed the Teams of TSTRANSOCO and TSGENCO to get best out of the “WHEEL”. Management emphasised that the improvements in the Business Processes by utilising the latest Information Technologies, shall start rolling out with the “WHEEL” and the final destination shall be Paper Less Office.

Functional heads, Officers from Vidyut Soudha and Field, Team from M/s SAP, Team from M/s HP, CORE Teams of TSTRANSOCO and TSGENCO have participated in the Kick-off meeting and noted the proceedings. Project Manager/SAP elucidated the five phase ASAP approach towards implementation of the Project.

The General Manager/IT/TSTRANSOCO and General Manager/ERP/TSGENCO motivated the CORE Teams of TSTRANSOCO and TSGENCO to put their best efforts in various phases of the Project duly meeting the Time Lines and the extra efforts required for it.

As a part of Project Preparation, the following activities are being carried out.

1. Training has been imparted to CORE Team by SAP in various modules conducted at CTI/TSTRANSOCO, SHAKTI Building/TSGENCO and CPTI/TSSPDCL.
2. The Key Users in various business processes like Construction, Transmission, Accounts, HRD and Grid Operation etc are invited and many work shops are being conducted by the Core Team so as to give their requirements, which are to be incorporated in the Business Blue Print.
3. The CORE Team has been preparing the list of business processes i.e. activities of TSTRANSOCO which are to be mapped into the SAP ERP duly ensuring all activities are covered in consultation with the Key Users who are attending the workshops.
4. Simultaneously, Master Data Management committee formed with Chief Engineer/Projects-1/ VS as Chairman has been conducting workshops with the stakeholders regularly.
5. The Steering Committee got apprised of the above developments in the meeting held on 25/02/16.

It has been noted that the more participation/ inputs of the Business Process Owners is immediately required across all modules to prepare and sign-off the Business Blue Print Document as per the envisaged Time Lines of the Project.

Therefore, it is our earnest request with all of you to continue the support that has been extended and also to add on the extra support required to meet for timelines given by the Management for completion of the Project WHEEL by deputing Key Users/ Business Process Owners whenever requested by the CORE TEAM.

D. Nageswara Sharma
Chief Engineer(Plg.,Comml&Coordin)
Process Improvement and Your Feedback:

Your valuable suggestions and comments on the News Letter are also solicited. We are sure, the same shall help us to further improve the News Letter. In case, you have any Article on ERP which you would like to share with others, do write to us. All correspondence on News Letter may be addressed to:

Chief Engineer(Plg., Comml.& Coordin), TSTRANSCO
ROOM No.455, A BLOCK, VIDYUT SOUDHA, HYDERABAD – 500 082

Editorial Team : Shri B.N. Reddy, GM/IT, Shri M. Vijaya Ravindra, DE/IT, Shri G. Praveen Kumar, ADE/IT & L. Murali Krishna, ADE/Plg.

For any correspondence, please do mail ce_plg_transco@telangana.gov.in

The views expressed in this News Letter are not necessarily those of Management.
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